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INTRODUCTION:
The present document is the fruit of new observations and reflections about the scorch hypothesis.
It completes my previous paper on this subject:
This time, I have used a relief template.
The 3 main questions to which I wanted to answer are the following: 1) can a scorch be truly as
superficial as desired? 2) What is colored at thread and fiber level in a lightly scorched fabric? 3) Is
the scorch hypothesis compatible with the particular color distribution of the body-only image on the
Turin shroud?
LARGE-SCALE RESULTS
The template:
The heated template I used is a bronze statuette, about 10 cm. in height. The picture on the left
(recto) shows that some parts of the metal melted further to later experiments. In the experiments
presented below the template was still intact.

Fig.1: the heated template (on the left: recto, on the right: verso)

Large-scale results:

Fig.2: the heated side of the linen. On the left (image 1): imprint of the verso of the template. On the
right (image 2): imprint of the recto of the template.
The differences between the two imprints are probably due to some different temperature/contact
parameters. What is important for the following analysis is that image 1 is an example of very faint
imprint (light scorch) while image 2 is more contrasted (scorch).

Fig.3: the reverse side of the fabric
There is almost no image on the reverse side of image 1 (light scorch) while image 2 (scorch) is
obviously not superficial at fabric level.
3D rendering (using J image):

Fig.4 (left): 3D rendering of image 2 (scorch). Fig.5 (right): 3D rendering of image 1(light scorch)

Image 1 is superficial (at fabric level), yellow in color but without contrast, thus without 3D
information.
Image 2 is more contrasted and has some 3D properties. But it is not superficial at fabric level.
It seems very difficult to obtain a yellow monochromatic superficial imprint with 3D encoded
information.
It seems interesting to look at the JImage 3D rendering of the TS image, Garlaschelli image and
Stanford image. Sanford painted a Shroud-like image, at the request of Dr. McCrone. His model was
the TS image itself. For these images, I used the negative black and white pictures. In every case, I
tried to obtain the best 3D settings in JImage.

Garlaschelli’s experiment

Sanford

TS image

SUPERFICIALITY OF THE IMPRINTS:
IMAGE 2 (scorch):

Fig.6: low magnification. Image 2 (scorch)
In “A comprehensive examination of the various stains and images on the Turin Shroud” by Jumper,
Adler et al. , Archaeological Chemistry, we read (p.450): “ Further, we few exceptions, we find that
the yellow coloration of the fibrils is interrupted as the thread goes beneath a crossing thread in the
weave pattern”.
In order to see what happens with a scorch, I cut a colored thread (Fig.7 below) and looked at the
surface of the underlying area on the crossing thread (Fig.8 below).
Since image 2 is not superficial at fabric level, it is not surprising to find that the underlying portions
of the crossing threads are colored.

Fig.7: cutting of the colored thread at the surface of the fabric

Fig.8: the underlying portion of the crossing thread is colored

IMAGE 1: LIGHT SORCH

Fig.9 : light scorch
The previous experiment (cutting) when performed on a light scorch shows that the underlying
crossing threads are not colored like on the Shroud (not shown here).
But what about the level of superficiality in a light scorch?
To answer to this question I made several cross-sections of the fabric, in such a way that I was able to
look at the thickness of the threads through the microscope.

Fig.10: cross section of non heated part of fabric for comparison (control).

Fig.11: cross section of a light scorch

Fig.12: cross section of a light scorch

Fig.13: cross section of a light scorch

The cross section experiments show clearly that a light scorch, which is able to give a superficial
imprint at fabric level is not superficial at all at thread level: the entire thickness of the threads in
contact with the template is colored (while the threads or portions of threads which are not in
contact with the hot template are not colored). On the Shroud, only the 2 or 3 surface layers of fibrils
at the surface of the image threads are colored.
MICROSCOPY: for the following photographs, I used the sticky-tape method (except for Fig.18).

Fig.14: Low magnification of a non colored area for comparison (control)

Fig. 15: the following pictures come from the faintly areas of image 2 shown here (red area)

The following pictures were obtained by applying a sticky-tape on the clearest area of image 2, as
shown in Fig.15

Fig.16: colored fibers

Fig.17 : a single colored fiber

Fig.18: Bundles of uncolored fibers from a non-scorched area.
This is important. In any linen fabric, most of the fibers are not found alone but attached to adjacent
fibers by the remnants of the middle lamella, which is mainly composed of pectin (Fig.18). In Fig.14
and 16, these remnants look like hair or coat or filaments.
WHAT IS COLORED IN A LIGHT SCORCH?

Fig.19: High resolution of a lightly scorched fiber

Fig.20: another view of a lightly scorched fiber

Fig.21: colored linen fibers. Below, a cotton fiber found in this sample

Fig.22: the cotton fiber which had been heated like the linen fibers is colorless
Cotton, unlike flax, is composed of almost pure cellulose. Since in this experiment (light scorch) the
cotton fiber shows no discoloration at all, we can conclude that the temperature was not strong
enough to color the cellulose (of cotton and probably that of flax). But the temperature was
sufficient to give a yellow-brown color to the bundles of flax fibers.
In Fig. 19 and 20, we see that the color is concentrated in the pectin remnants of the middle lamella,
while the adjacent “ultimate cells” (the true fibers) seem to be generally uncolored.
I conclude that the main colored structure in lightly scorched linen at low temperature is the
remnants of middle lamella attached to the surface of the fibers themselves.
However, I was able to find few individual flax fibers showing a surface coloration (see Fig.23, below)

Fig.23: a single fiber (« ultimate cell ») that shows a discoloration on the
right while the cellulosic main part of the fiber is colorless.

We can conclude that, while the main structure involved in the discoloration of a lightly scorched
fabric is certainly the remnants of the pectin “glue” (middle lamella), Fig.23 shows that it is also
possible that the outer part of the fiber itself (“ultimate cell”) can be colored.
In Wikipedia, we find the following comment: « The middle lamella is a pectin layer which cements
the cell walls of two adjoining cells together. Plants need this to give them stability and so that they can
form plasmodesmata between the cells. It is the first formed layer which is deposited at the time
of cytokinesis. The cell plate that is formed during cell division itself develops into middle lamella or
lamellum. The middle lamella is made up of calcium and magnesium pectates.[1]
In plants, the pectins form an unified and continuous layer between adjacent cells. Frequently, it is
difficult to distinguish the middle lamella from the primary wall, especially in cells that develop thick
secondary walls. In such cases, the two adjacent primary walls and the middle lamella, and perhaps
the first layer of the secondary wall of each cell, may be called a compound middle lamella.”

(Emphasis mine)
The colored layer in a light scorch is probably the “compound middle lamella”.

DISCUSSION:
1) The Image at large scale:
It is possible to obtain a very faint yellow image which is superficial at fabric level. There is a clear
relationship between color and contrast: the fainter the color, the lower the contrast. A very faint
yellow image produced by scorching does not have any contrast ant thus has no 3D properties.
On the contrary, a more contrasted scorch (but not over-scorched) image has 3D properties but it is
not superficial at fabric level.
In other words it seems impossible, using a scorch template, to have an image that is at the same
time 1) superficial at fabric level and 2) contrasted but not over-scorched 3) with 3D properties.
In any case, the image can only be found where there is a perfect contact between the linen and the
heated template. My own experiments, as well as Colin Berry ‘experiments demonstrate that, even if
one tries to mold carefully the linen on a hot template, some areas remain uncolored. The contact
must be perfect and in those uncolored areas it is not.
On the Shroud face, there is absolutely no “gasp”, no “hole”.
Finally, the color on the Shroud is made of continuous stains, without clear borders and resembling
« clouds ».
This aspect is not found in the scorch experiments, which, in general, look more than Garlaschelli’s
experiments, i.e. a pure contact mechanism.
2) The image at small scale:
STURP members made a very interesting observation on the Shroud: in many cases, bundles of
colored fibers are adjacent to uncolored bundles of fibers on the same colored thread. This is a part
of the so-called half-tone effect (Fig.24 to Fig.26). In addition, in some cases the color seems to stop
abruptly without obvious reason.
I never saw such a feature on any of my scorch experiments.

Fig.24. Body only Image. Mark Evans 1978. © STERA, Inc

Fig. 25. Body only Image. Mark Evans 1978. © STERA, Inc

Fig. 26. Body only Image. Mark Evans 1978. © STERA, Inc

How to explain this observation which is specific to the body-image?
Specific? In fact, the water stains and the scorches color distribution are not perfectly uniform in
surface. Sometimes they show some differences in color between adjacent bundles. But this is far
from being similar to the “half-tone” effect seen only on the body image.
At small scale, the surfaces of the water stains and scorches on the Shroud are much more “uniform”
than the surface of the body image.
Compare Fig.24 to 26 with Fig.27 below from a scorched area on the Shroud:

Fig.27: scorch on the Turin Shroud. Mark Evans 1978. © STERA, Inc.

It has been suggested that the most heated fibers, being more fragile were eliminated by ageing and
handling of the Turin Shroud. This hypothesis might explain both the monochromatic yellow color of
the body image fibers and perhaps the half-tone effect: the over scorched individual fibers or
bundles of fibers on the image would have been eliminated by “abrasion”.
It is easy to test this hypothesis on the Shroud itself.
Fig.28 shows a light scorch on the Shroud: we don’t see any kind of abrasion and no “half-tone”
Fig.28: shows a scorched area from the 1532 fire: we don’t see any kind of abrasion and no “halftone”
As surprising as it is, even the threads that were burned/scorched 4 to 5 centuries ago, are almost
intact, without any sign of “abrasion”. The color is reddish-brown as expected.
On the Shroud, the scorched/burned threads show no sign of abrasion.
Therefore, it is impossible to explain the monochromatic yellow color of the image fibers by this
mechanism (starting with an image having yellow to brown surface fibers), and this mechanism
cannot explain the half-tone effect.

Fig.28: light scorch on the Shroud. Mark Evans 1978. ©STERA, Inc

Fig.29: Scorch from the 1532 fire. Mark Evans 1978. ©STERA, Inc

Since ageing and handling of the Turin Shroud do not change the aspect of the scorched/burned
threads, it is very unlikely that they could change the aspect of the image threads, the latter being a
scorch or not. What we see at this scale is the image as it was from the beginning.
The reason for which the image is made of colored bundles adjacent to uncolored (or less colored)
bundles remains unknown. The best possible explanation is that there is something different at the
surface of the adjacent fibers (or bundles of fibers). The image forming process was the same
everywhere but the “image carrier” was somewhat different probably because of the methods used
to make the fabric.
3) Superficiality and heat transfer:
We have seen that a scorch, in the real world, can not be as superficial as desired.
Even the fainter scorch, superficial at fabric level, is not superficial at thread level. This is easily
explained by the high resolution microscopy of lightly scorched fibers.
At the lowest temperature able to give a discoloration of the linen, heat is mainly and immediately
conducted by the web of pectin- a kind of glue- forming the remnants of the middle-lamella which
are found at the surface and between all the fibers (“ultimate cells”). It is also possible that the outer
part (primary cell wall) of the ultimate cell (fiber) could be colored. In the previous experiments, the
cellulose comprising the secondary cell wall seems to be uncolored.
Below is a very schematic drawing of the problem: on the left a thread from the Turin Shroud, on the
right, a thread from a lightly scorched area.

It should be very strange (in fact, it should be inconceivable) that the STURP members (including
Rogers) should have ignored the obvious coloration of the middle lamella so easily found in any kind
of scorch.

CONCLUSION:
I wished to test in depth the “scorch hypothesis” because this hypothesis seems to be the only one
that is able to explain some of the surest facts known about the TS image.

- The TS image as well as the scorch image is a “pseudo-negative”. That’s true.
- The TS image has 3D encoded information. A scorch has 3D encoded information only if it is
sufficiently contrasted. A light scorch has no 3D information.
- Time, ageing and handling of the Turin Shroud do not explain the monochromatic yellow color of
the TS image and do not explain the half-tone effect, particularly the observed fact that uncolored
bundles of fibers are found adjacent to colored layers of fibers on the TS image at thread level.
- A scorch image is not superficial. It can be superficial at fabric level but not a thread level. Even a
very faint scorch that is superficial at fabric level is not superficial at thread level. How could a scorch
color only the 2 or 3 first layers of a heated linen thread?
- When a hot template is put in contact with a linen fabric, the pectin “glue” (middle lamella) that is
found elsewhere at the surface and between the fibers is immediately colored and this is the main
source of the color in a light scorch. This fact would have been obviously discovered by the STURP
team (and particularly by Rogers).

The TS image is not a scorch.

